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1. JQuery to enhance existing picture slideshow 

 

In Unit 4 (script use and augmentation), I used code from a source: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Go7Mc-cfsKU and implemented it into my website. I 

further used JavaScript to add comments to the image slideshow in order for my personas 

to view the pictures along with descriptive comments. Using JQuery, I want to increase the 

functionality of my website. By incorporating an image slideshow that runs smoother and 

looks nicer, this will assist in increasing the functionality for the website. All of my personas 

will be vising the website to look at the image slideshow, therefore having a picture 

slideshow that looks visually elegant and is easy to run will make the site more interactive. 

 

 

2. JQuery to enhance existing navigation bar/drop down menu 

 

For my second idea, I would like to use JQuery to further enhance the navigation bar/drop 

down menu. This will make it easier for my personas to navigate through the navigation 

bar. Whether they are using a cellular device or a computer such as Hala and John, the 

functionality of the navigation should be the same for both of them.  Also, since Sarah is 

visually impaired, incorporating a navigation bar that has a good amount of contrast and is 

visible to the eye, will provide web accessibility for her. 

 

 

3. JQuery to enhance the pricing table on “Salon” & “Spa” pages 

For my third idea, I would like to use JQuery to enhance the pricing table on the “Salon” 

and “Spa” home page. Right now, it looks very plain and isn’t as eye-catching. With the use 

of JQuery, I would like to improve the Pricing Table so it stands out on the two pages. My 

persona, Hala will be looking at the pricing table in order to view prices for services she 

might desire and later use it to compare it with prices from other salons. 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Go7Mc-cfsKU

